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In this month’s Cross Asset Review, we assess the past performance of various asset classes and draw implications for multi asset investors. In July, Safe
haven assets like Gold and Bonds deliver high positive returns as concerns over COVID 19 Delta variant grows and as the economies shows signs of slow
down. The top performing assets were Global VIX, Developed Market REITs and Gold.

1. Shift towards Safer Investments as concerns
over COVID 19 Delta variant grows
• Global and Australian VIX (volatility) indices spiked
substantially over the month to reflect investors
uncertainty due to Global Virus resurgence.
• Amid this backdrop, safe haven assets like gold and
bonds delivered positive returns over the past month.
Gold rose to 4.8% in July to be up to 8% over the past
3 months.
• The top performing assets over the month were
Global VIX, Developed market REITs and Gold.
• The losing assets were Emerging Markets REIT Index,
MSCI EM NR and Australian Dollar Trade Weighted
Index.
• Within Equities, Developed and Frontier markets beat
Emerging Markets. Additionally, bond proxies like
GREITs and Global Listed Infrastructure made positive
returns over the past month.

• It remains to be seen if the latest inflationary fears and
the moderation in the global growth would further
dampen the returns made by equities.
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2. Large-, Small- and Mid-Cap equities
delivered strong returns, rewarding risk
seeking behavior.
• The chart indicates that Large-, Small- and Mid-Cap
equities have delivered strong returns. Risk-return
pay-off has been great as the risk seeking behavior has
been well rewarded more recently over the 10-year
time horizon. Quantitative easing played a great role
in post Covid-19 recovery phase.

• The VIX indices were one of the worst performing
indices over the past 10 years followed by the
Australian Dollar Trade Weighted index and the
Commodities Index.
• The S&P/ASX Emerging Companies has that has been
a constant underperformer over the past 10 years has
shown an upward trend in performance recently.

• CBOE Market Volatility VIX index spiked in January
and fell thereafter in February. As the Covid-19
Vaccine roll-out increases globally the volatility seems
to decrease further gradually stabilising the economy.

• Our analysis indicates that over the long term and not
withstanding various shocks, a
portfolio can yield positive returns.
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3. AUD rebounded strongly in the past 12months after the March 2020 lows
•

Over the past year the currencies to see relative
losses against AUD were CAD (-4.40%), GBP (3.21%), TWD(-2.14%) and KRW (-0.81%).

•

The biggest gains over the past year was against JPY
(6.57%), HKD (3.12%) and USD (2.83%).

•

Over the past month AUD lost ground against all
currencies. The largest losses over the past month
was against CHF (-4.13%), JPY (-3.29%) and GBP (2.57%).

•

From our FX cyclical and strategic analysis, our
expectations of AUD from here continues to be
bearish and there is no evidence to suggest that
investors should consider hedging their risks
against majors such as USD at this stage.
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4. Negative currency effects on unhedged
defensive and Growth assets (Past 12months)
•

FX movements over the past year have mostly caused
negative currency effects on unhedged defensive and
growth assets.

•

Over the past year, negative currency effect has been
visible across all asset classes – most notably in Global
Equity and developed market REITs.

•

Investors holding assets for long-term (10 years) and
medium term (5 years) all realised positive currency effect.

•

In general, investors holding assets for short (1 year) term
periods have seen negative currency effects. Whilst
investors holding for medium and long term have
witnessed positive currency effects due to FX movements.

•

The range of expected return suggest that a neutral to
unhedged position may be warranted depending on the FX
risk appetite of investors.
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5. Correlation between Sectors in past three
years
•

The
3-year
correlation
statistics provide
instructive insights of the relationship between two or
more sectors for sectoral diversification. Investors need
to be aware that correlation between sectors is not stable
over time and is cyclical in nature.

•

There is a moderate level of correlation between
Australian Equity market and bond proxies (from 0.29 for
consumer staples to 0.36 for utilities)

•

There is a high level of correlation between Financials
and A-REITs, Consumer Discretionary, Energy.

•

The data shows that maintaining exposure to a broad set
of sectors within Australian share allocation can add to
diversity and reduce risk.
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6. Analysis of cross-asset correlations and
volatilities demonstrate the benefits of
multi-asset diversification for investors
•

The
3-year
correlation
statistics provide
instructive insights
of the relationship
between
the returns of two or
more asset classes.
However,
correlation is not stable over time, so investors need to
consider cyclical & secular relationships between asset
classes.

•

Exposure to gold offers diversification benefits to investors
but one needs to consider that gold is not a typical financial
asset that generates income. It is often highly volatile. It can
be used for hedging tail risks in portfolios as it is one of the
asset classes that’s positively correlated with VIX.

•

The correlation analysis shows that multi asset investors
continue to benefit from cross-asset diversification with
with most defensive and bond proxy asset offering good
diversification benefits against the most dominant holdings
for investors- Australian shares.
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About Foresight Analytics - Unlocking your investment advantage
Foresight is a data-driven investment research, analytics and consulting firm. As an independent employee owned firm, Foresight does not have any affiliation with product manufacturers or
distributors.
Using its innovative evidence-based framework, Foresight provides analytical, predictive and market intelligence solutions to leading investment management companies, superannuation funds
and wealth groups. Foresight’s capabilities are underpinned by leading data and technology infrastructure that blends statistical, fundamental and behavioral insights.
Foresight’s fiduciary solutions include quality and risk-based investment research, global economic and market analyses, forensic validation of manager skill in active funds, portfolio risk
aggregation and factor-based portfolio construction.
Foresight’s fund strategy solutions include competitive advantage analysis, fund industry intelligence and competitive benchmarking, behavioral alpha analysis, sustainability analytics and
integration as well as strategic investment process review and development.
Disclaimer
The material contained in this document is for general information purposes only. It is not intended as an offer or a solicitation for the purchase and/or sale of any security, derivative, index,
or financial instrument, nor is it an advice or a recommendation to enter any transaction. No allowance has been made for transaction costs or management fees, which would reduce
investment performance. Actual results may differ from reported performance. Past performance is no guarantee for future performance.
This material is based on information that is reliable, but Foresight Analytics makes this information available on an “as is” basis without a duty to update, make warranties, express or
implied, regarding the accuracy of the information contained herein. The information contained in this material should not be acted upon without obtaining advice from a licensed investment
professional. Errors may exist in data acquired from third party vendors, and in coding related to statistical analyses.
Foresight Analytics disclaims any and all expresses or implied warranties, including, but not limited to, any warranties of merchantability, suitability or fitness for a particular purpose or use.
This communication reflects our quantitative insights as of the date of this communication and will not necessarily be updated as views or information change. All opinions expressed herein
are subject to change without notice
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